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Abstract
This article considers several strategies to implement e'ciently full indexes on raw tex-
tual data. Indexes are based on representations of all the su'xes of the original text, for
which we describe three types of implementations aimed at reducing the memory space. The
-rst method is a combination of compaction and minimization that leads to the compact su'x
automaton. As a second method we show that considering a complement language can be
useful especially when it is related to data compression. Finally, approximation of the
set of su'xes is the third technique used to reduce the space of the implementation. c© 2002
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Small indexes
Indexes are classical data structures aimed at providing a fast access to textual
databases. As such they can be considered as abstract data types or objects. They
consist both of data structures to store useful information and of operations on the data
(see Salton, 1989 [27], or Baeza-Yates and Ribero-Neto, 1999 [4]). The structures of-
ten memorize a set of keys as it is the case for an index at the end of a technical
book. Selecting keys is a di'cult question that sometimes requires human action. In
the paper we consider full indexes. Such an index contains all possible factors (seg-
ments) of the original text, we refer to these structures as factor or su'x structures
(see [30, 8, 10]).
Basic operations on indexes are: -nd if a pattern occurs in the text, -nd its number
of occurrences in the text, and list all positions of these occurrences. In addition to
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their ancillary usage, indexes support the design of e'cient algorithms on strings. They
help -nding repetitions in strings, searching for other regularities, solving approximate
matchings, or even matching two-dimensional patterns, to quote a few applications
(see [16]).
Many algorithms based on factor data structures have optimal running times at least
on -xed alphabets, which is a common situation. But the bottleneck is the space
complexity of implementations because the structures often require more space than
the original text (see experiments of Kurtz, 1998 [21]).
This article considers several strategies to implement e'ciently full indexes on raw
textual data. Indexes are based on representations of all the su'xes of the original
text, for which we describe three types of implementations designed for reducing the
memory space.
The -rst method is a combination of compaction, technique that provides linear
space for su'x trees, and of minimization in the sense of automata theory. The second
operation is made possible on su'x trees because they can be regarded as automata.
This leads to de-ne compact su'x automata [9], for which there exists a direct con-
struction [13].
The second method improves the space requirement for storing factor structures by
considering the complement language, that is, the set of strings having no occurrence
in the text. This set is in-nite (while the set of factors of the text is -nite) but it has
an interesting algebraic property: it is an ideal. This implies that it has a generator or
a base that is a factor code. Elements of the generator are called minimal forbidden
words (see [6]). Not only this latter set is -nite but its implementation needs less
space than the corresponding factor structure. This fact has been used in a recent data
compression method called DCA [12].
Finally, the third method considered to reduce space of indexes approximates the
set of factors. The automaton, called the factor oracle, has less states and less arcs
than the standard su'x automaton, but, as a counterpart, it accepts more words.
The approximation is tight enough to produce e'cient applications in pattern
matching [2].
The above structures do not show sub-linear data structures having the same perfor-
mance as su'x tree or the like. But the techniques can certainly be incorporated in
any construction for structures of this kind.
If non-optimal access is allowed, the su'x array method [23] is a nice technique
that is fairly space economical. Recently, practically sub-linear implementations having
good performance have been designed by Munro et al., 1999 [25], and by MFakinen,
2000 [22].
Several works show clever implementations of su'x trees having e'cient space
requirements, like those of Anderson and Nilson (1995) [3] or Irving (1995) [18]. An
original approach to saving space of su'x trees has been introduced by KFarkkFainen
and Ukkonen (1996) [20] under the notion of sparse su'x trees. However, despite
several attempts, the tradeoI between space required for an index and running times
of operations on the index remains mainly open.
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2. Compaction and minimization
Full indexes have been -rst designed to solve the pattern matching problem: -nd all
occurrences of pattern x of length m inside the -xed text y of length n. The two words
are drawn from an alphabet A. Having a static text allows to build a data structure
on which the queries are applied. E'cient solutions require a preprocessing time O(n)
and accept O(m) searching time for each query.
Full indexes store the set of factors (subwords) of text y. Since factors are beginnings
of su'xes of y, this is equivalent to storing sequentially all su'xes of the text. Basic
operations are: -nd if pattern x occurs in y, give the number of occurrences of x in
y, and list all positions of these occurrences.
Indexes are commonly implemented by su'x trees, su'x automata (also called su'x
DAWGs, Directed Acyclic Word Graphs), or su'x arrays. The latter structure realizes
a binary search in the ordered list of su'xes of the text. The former structures are
described in the rest of the section.
Su'xes of y can be stored in a digital tree called the su'x trie of y. It is an
automaton whose underlying graph is a tree. Branches are labeled by all the su'xes
of y. More precisely, the automaton accepts Su3(y) the set of su'xes of y. A terminal
state outputs the position of its corresponding su'x. Fig. 1 displays the su'x trie of
y= ababbb.
2.1. Compaction
The size of a su'x trie can be quadratic in the length of y, even if pending paths
are pruned (it is the case with the word akbkakbk ; k ∈N). To cope with this problem,
another structure is considered. It is the compacted version of the trie, called the su'x
tree, and noted ST (y). It keeps from the trie states that are either terminal states or
forks (nodes with outdegree greater than 1). Removing other nodes leads to label arcs
by words that are non-empty factors of y (see Fig. 2).
Fig. 1. Su'x trie of ababbb. (States are numbered in order of creation by a straight-forward algorithm
processing su'xes from left to right.)
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Fig. 2. Su'x tree of ababbb. (States are numbered in order of creation by McCreight’s construction
algorithm.)
Fig. 3. Compaction of the su'x trie of Fig. 1: implementation of the su'x tree of ababbb of Fig. 2 in
which labels of arcs are represented by pairs of integers.
It is fairly straightforward to see that the number of nodes of ST (y) is no more
than 2n (if n¿0), because non-terminal internal nodes have at least two children, and
there are at most n external nodes. But if the labels of arcs are stored explicitly, again
the implementation can have quadratic size. The simple solution is to represent labels
by pairs of integers in the form (position, length) and to keep in main memory both
the tree ST (y) and the word y (see Fig. 3). The whole process yields a compacted
version of the trie of su'xes.
2.2. Minimization
Another way of reducing the size of the su'x trie is to minimize it like an automaton.
We get then what is called the su'x automaton SA(y), which is the minimal automaton
accepting Su3(y). They are also called (su'x) DAWGs. The automaton can even be
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Fig. 4. Su'x automaton of ababbb: minimal deterministic automaton accepting Su3(y).
further slightly reduced by minimization if all states are made terminal, producing then
the factor automaton of the text (Fig. 4).
Certainly the most surprising property of su'x automata, discovered by Blumer
et al. [8], is the linear size of the automaton. More accurately, it satis-es the inequal-
ities:
n+ 16 #states6 2n− 1;
n6 #arcs6 3n− 4:
2.3. E5cient constructions
Constructions of su'x structures can be carried on in linear time. Indeed, running
times depend on the implementation of the structures, and mainly on that of the tran-
sition function. If sets of successors are chosen, transitions are done by symbol com-
parisons, which leads to O(n log card A) construction time within O(n) memory space.
This is the situation to choose on unbounded alphabets. If the function is realized by
a simple table, which assumes that the alphabet is -xed, transitions are done by table
lookups and the construction time becomes O(n) within however O(n card A) memory
space. These two techniques are referred as the comparison model and the branching
model, respectively.
Classical algorithms that build su'x trees are by Weiner [30], McCreight [24], and
Ukkonen [29]. The latter algorithm is the only one to process the text in a strictly
online manner. DAWG construction was -rst designed by Blumer et al. [8] and later
extended to su'x and factor automata (see [8, 10]).
As a matter of completion, we compare the complexities of the above structures to
su'x arrays designed by Manber and Myers [23]. A preliminary version of the same
idea appears in the PAT system of Gonnet et al. [15]. A su'x array is an alternative
implementation of the set of su'xes of a text. It consists both of a table storing the
permutation of su'xes in lexicographic order, and of a table of maximal length of
common pre-xes between pairs of su'xes (LCP table). Access to the set of su'xes is
managed via binary search with the help of the LCP table. Storage space is obviously
O(n), access time is only O(m + log n) to locate a pattern of length m (it would be
O(m× log n) without the LCP table). E'cient preprocessing is the most di'cult part
of the entire implementation, it takes O(n log n) time although the total size of su'xes
is O(n2).
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Fig. 5. Compact su'x automaton of ababbb with explicit labels on arcs.
Fig. 6. Compact su'x automaton of ababbb. It is the compacted version of SA(y) and the minimized
version of ST (y). Labels of arcs are represented by pairs of integers as in the su'x tree, see Fig. 3.
2.4. E5cient storage
Among the many implementations of su'x structures we can mention the notion
of sparse su'x trees of KFarkkFainen and Ukkonen [20] that consider a reduced set of
su'x, the su'x cactus of KFarkkFainen [19], who degenerates the su'x tree structure
without over-charging too much the access time, and the version dedicated to external
memory (SB-trees) by Ferragina and Grossi [14], but several others exist (see [3, 18],
for example).
An excellent solution to save size of su'x structures is to simultaneously compact
and minimize the su'x trie. Compaction and minimization are commutative operations,
and when applied both, they yield the compact su'x automaton, denoted by CSA(y).
Figs. 5 and 6 display an example of compact su'x automaton. The direct construction
of the compact su'x automaton CSA(y) is possible without building -rst the su'x
automaton SA(y) nor the su'x tree (see [13]). It can be realized with the same time
and space as that of other structures.
Table 1 gives an idea of the minimum and maximal sizes of su'x structures (in the
comparison model). The average analysis of su'x automata, including their compact
version, was done by Blumer et al. [9] and later completed by Ra'not [26].
The size of an implementation of above structures is often evaluated by the average
number of bytes necessary to store one letter of the original text. It is commonly
admitted that these ratios are 4 for su'x arrays, 9–11 for su'x trees and slightly
more for su'x automata, provided the text is not too large (of the order of a few
megabytes).
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Table 1
Compared sizes of su'x structures
Text of Number of states Number of arcs
length n min max min max
Su'x trie n + 1 O(n2) 2n O(n2)
Su'x tree n + 1 2n + 2 n 2n + 1
Su'x automaton n + 1 2n− 1 n 3n− 4
Compact SA 2 n + 1 n 2n− 2
Kurtz [21] provides several implementations of su'x trees having this performance.
Holub [17] designs an implementation of compact su'x automata having ratio 5, result
that is extremely good compared to the space for a su'x array. Recently, BalPQk [5]
gave an implementation of another type of su'x DAWG, whose ratio is only 4 and
sometimes even less.
3. Complement language
Instead of considering the set Fact(y), it can be interesting to implement the com-
plement set, A∗\Fact(y). If a word u belongs to this set, for any words v and w, the
word vuw also belongs to it. Therefore it is useless to store this second word. This
leads to de-ning minimal forbidden for y as words of A∗\Fact(y) having no proper
factor in the set. We denote by MF(y) the set of minimal forbidden words of y. In
other words, A∗\Fact(y) is an ideal in A∗, and MF(y) is its base.
The advantage of storing MF(y) to represent Fact(y) is that this can be done with
a simple trie in which external nodes are in one-to-one correspondence with words in
MF(y) because the set is a pre-x code (even a factor code by de-nition). Doing so
slightly reduces the space of the implementation.
Note that a word u= a1a2 : : : an is a minimal forbidden word for y if and only if
these two conditions hold:
1. u does not occur in y, but
2. a1a2 : : : an−1 and a2 : : : an do both.
An antidictionary AD for y is any subset of MF(y). As MF(y); AD is a factor code,
and text y avoids words of AD.
There is a duality between factor codes and factorial languages in A∗ (L is factorial
if any factor of a word of L is also in L). If L is a factorial language, MF(L) is a
factor code and, from the note above,
MF(L) = A:L ∩ L:A ∩ (A∗\L):
Conversely, if AD is a factor code, the language
L = A∗\A∗:AD:A∗
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of words avoiding all words of AD is factorial, and MF(L)=AD. As a consequence
L is regular if and only if MF(L) is regular.
The notion of minimal forbidden words is also tightly related to that of special
words. A word u is called special (or bi-special) for y if au and ua occur in y for
any letter a. From the de-nition it comes:
• if u is special for y and aub does not occur in y (a; b∈A), then aub is a minimal
forbidden for y;
• conversely, if, for any a; b∈A, aub is a minimal forbidden for y such that au is not
a su'x of y and ub is not a pre-x of y, then u is a special word for y.
The DCA method, Data Compression with Antidictionary, is a simple encoding of
the text y according to an antidictionary AD for y. It works on a binary alphabet,
say A= {a; b}. It is a method dual to those based on dictionaries (like the Ziv-Lempel
text compression [31]). It consists of deleting certain letters of y, those that are pre-
dictable with the antidictionary. For example, if y= vubw (u; v; w∈A∗; b∈A) and
ua∈AD (a∈A) the letter b is deleted by the encoding. Note that in this situation the
word u is unique with the property because AD is a factor code.
Let us take as an example the word y= abaababaabaababaababa with the anti-
dictionary AD= {bb; aaa; babab}. Deleted letters are italicized symbols in the word:
abaababaabaababaababa. So, the compressed text, denoted by c(y), is just abababb.
Since the antidictionary is not necessarily MF(y) itself, it does not always charac-
terize entirely the word y, nor c(y) does in general. But to recover y from c(y) and
AD it is su'cient to know the length of y in addition. This information is used to
stop the decoding of c(y) into y.
Decoding c(y) is the dual process of encoding y. The antidictionary is used to
generate letters whenever it is possible from AD and the pre-x of y that has already
been decompressed. Otherwise, a letter of c(y) is appended to the current word. This
continues until the size of the word reaches the length of y.
If a -nite antidictionary AD is given by its trie T , the construction of a deterministic
automaton, A(AD), accepting words that avoid AD is a straightforward adaptation of
the construction of a pattern matching machine as done by Aho and Corasick [1].
The automaton can be turned into a transducer (see [7]) that realizes the encoding.
An example is shown in Fig. 7. Indeed, simpler representations of the transducer are
possible because only nodes having outdegree 1 lead to erase letters. Fig. 8 displays
the corresponding decoding transducer.
The construction of A(AD) when AD=MF(y) produces the factor automaton of
word y. This is an interesting property but it does not generalize to other factorial
languages nor even to -nite such languages. The result is stated in the next theorem
(see proof in [11]).
Theorem 1. Let T be the trie of MF(y). Then; the automaton A(T ) is F(y); the
minimal automaton accepting Fact(y).
Conversely, the trie T of MF(y) can be built e'ciently from F(y). This con-
struction, presented in [11], is the base for the computation of small and e'cient
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Fig. 7. Encoding transducer.
Fig. 8. Decoding transducer.
antidictionaries. It should be noted that the number of internal states of the tree T is
of the same order as the number of states of F(y), which yields the next result on a
general alphabet.
Corollary 1. Text y has no more than 2(|y| − 2)(|A| − 1) + |A| minimal forbidden
words if |y|¿ 3.
For a binary alphabet, the number of minimal forbidden words for y is upper
bounded by |y| + 1 because roughly each position is associated with at most one
such word.
The encoding transducer, or its underlying automaton A has a synchronization prop-
erty that is of great interest for data compression. Recall that a word u= a1a2 : : : ak is
said to be synchronizing for A if any two paths in A; (p0; a1; p1); (p1; a2; p2); : : : ;
(pk−1; ak ; pk) and (q0; a1; q1); (q1; a1; q2); : : : ; (qk−1; ak ; qk), have equal end states: pk =
qk . The automaton A is said to be k-local if all words of length k are synchronizing
for it.
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Theorem 2. Let AD be a factorial language and k = max{|u|: u∈AD}. The automa-
ton A(AD) accepting words that avoid AD is k − 1 local.
A direct consequence of the k − 1 locality of A(AD) is the following statement,
which makes it possible to design an e'cient parallel DCA algorithm. It also leads to
e'cient string matching in the compressed text c(y) (see [28]).
Corollary 2. Assume that word v has an occurrence in y :y= uvw. Inside c(y); the
factor coming from the encoding of the occurrence of v depends at most on the su5x
of length k − 1 of u.
The good compression ratios of DCA coding and the fact that it is optimal on certain
sources, comes certainly in part from the fact that the antidictionary is economic to
implement.
4. Approximated language
Approximation is the third technique used to save space for implementing su'x
structures. The idea is to approximate the language Fact(y) by a regular language L
in such way that the minimal automaton for L is smaller than F(y) (see [2]). Having
in mind a pattern matching application leads to consider a language L that satis-es
F(y) ⊆ L. Language L is de-ned by its automaton called the (factor) oracle of y and
denoted by Oracle(y). It is eIectively used as an oracle to predict whether a word is
in Fact(y) or not. But since its language L satis-es the above inclusion it may fail
to detect some factors of y. However if a word is not in L neither it is in Fact(y),
which is the condition to use it for string matching.
States of automaton Oracle(y) are the pre-xes of y (they are identi-ed by pre-x
lengths in Fig. 9). The automaton is de-ned by recurrence on the length of y with
the help of an additional feature, a kind of failure link f de-ned on its states as
follows. Let  be the transition function of Oracle(y) and i its initial state. For a state
u of Oracle(y) (u is a pre-x of y) we de-ne sh(u) as the shortest word w such that
 (i; w) is de-ned and equals u. In the oracle of ya; a∈A, there is an arc to state ya
from all states p in Oracle(y) for which  (p; a) is not de-ned along the failure path
ya; f(ya); f(f(ya)), etc. This extension of Oracle(y) into Oracle(ya) is realized
Fig. 9. The factor oracle of word abbbaab.
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Fig. 10. BOM string searching. If au is not in the language of the oracle of the reverse pattern y, and
therefore not a factor of y, the window if shifted as suggested.
by the next algorithm. It is a reduction of the extension algorithm used to build su'x
or factor automata.
EXTEND(Oracle(y); a; f)
1. p← last state of Oracle(y)
2. q← new state
3. while p =NIL and successor of p by letter a unde-ned
4. add (a; q) to the list of successors of p
5. p← f(p)
6. if p =NIL
7. f(q)← i
8. else
9. f(q)← successor of p by a
10: return modi-ed automaton
As it is de-ned, it is clear that the oracle of y is acyclic (its language is -nite) and
that it has n+1 states. It is fairly simple to see that it has no more than 2|y|− 1 arcs.
And a recurrence on the length of y shows that it accepts at least all factors of y, if
we assume that all states are terminal states.
Considering that Oracle(y) mainly consists of a path spelling the word y itself and
of shortcuts between some pre-xes of y leads to an actually economic implementation.
From the algorithm above, one can realize the full construction of Oracle(y) in time
O(n log card A) and space O(n) in the comparison model.
The oracle is used in the Backward Oracle Matching (BOM) algorithm (see [2]) that
searches for all occurrences of pattern y in a text. The algorithm works like the Boyer–
Moore algorithm, scanning the text through a window of length |y| which contents is
compared with y backwards. After a scan, successful or not, the window is shifted to
the right as suggested in Fig. 10, where au is the shortest su'x of the window content
that does not belong to the language of Oracle(yR) (yR is the reverse of y). If no
such word exists, this indicates an occurrence of y at the window position, and the
pattern is shifted according to its smallest period.
The worst-case running time of BOM searching is O(m × n), but it is reducible
to O(n) by standard techniques like pre-x memorization. It is conjectured that BOM
algorithm is optimal on the average, with a running time O((logm=m)× n). This con-
jecture is related to the complexity of the language of Oracle(y) that is not fully
understood yet.
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5. Conclusion
We have presented three strategies to reduce the memory space necessary to imple-
ment indexes. Applying both minimization and compaction leads to e'cient implemen-
tations of su'x structures. Using the minimal generator of the complement language
is an interesting feature to design e'cient compressors. Approximating of the set of
factors produces a fast and simple string searching algorithm.
Among the open questions are: design really small indexes having similar running
time as standard implementations, or more generally analyze the tradeoI between the
space used by an index and the speed of query operations; analyze the average size of
oracles, in order to be able to show what is the average performance of BOM searching
algorithm.
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